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Abstract. Traditional plate reconstruction methodologies do not allow for plate deformation to be
considered. Here we present software to construct and visualize global tectonic reconstructions with
deforming plates within the context of rigid plates. Both deforming and rigid plates are defined by
continuously evolving polygons. The deforming regions are tessellated with triangular meshes such that
either strain rate or cumulative strain can be followed. The finite strain history, crustal thickness and
stretching factor of points within the deformation zones are tracked as Lagrangian points. Integrating
these tools within the interactive platform GPlates enables specialized users to build and refine
deforming plate models and integrate them with other models in time and space. We demonstrate the
integrated platform with regional reconstructions of Cenozoic western North America, the Mesozoic
South American Atlantic margin, and Cenozoic southeast Asia, embedded within global reconstructions,
using different data and reconstruction strategies.
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1. Introduction
Plate tectonics is the fundamental representation of motion and deformation of Earth’s surface over at
least the last several geological time periods (Wessel and Müller, 2015) and we rely on software to
visualize, manipulate and analyze a wide variety of data to build plate models constrained by
observations. A diverse range of fundamental and applied research questions in geology, geophysics,
geochemistry, paleontology, and hydrocarbon and mineral exploration are routinely addressed with such
software. Increasingly, such software is also being used as an interface between plate reconstructions and
global and regional computational models of geodynamic (e.g. Bower et al., 2015) and climate change
(e.g., Lunt et al., 2017) processes, while being an unusually effective educational tool for Earth history.
Animations developed from such plate reconstructions have become a way to engage non-specialists on
the significant achievements toward our understanding of Earth history, and interactive animations are
available on the GPlates Portal (Müller et al., 2016b). It is essential that such plate tectonic software be
continuously enhanced as scientific questions advance.
Surface tectonic evolution can mostly be described using the rules of plate motion as reflected in
software aimed at working with plate tectonic reconstructions on a global scale (Torsvik and Smethurst,
1999; Lawver, 2001; Boyden et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012). Within a substantial fraction of the
surface, however, the assumption of plate rigidity is not satisfied and deformation is diffuse. It is
estimated that about 15% of Earth’s surface area today is deforming in wide deformation zones (Gordon
and Stein, 1992) in a variety of settings via crustal stretching, compression or a combination of the two
often with block rotation. Regional and local models of these zones of deformation have been created
(e.g., Arriagada et al., 2008; Kneller et al., 2012; Replumaz and Tapponnier, 2003; Xu et al., 2014).
Often plate tectonic rates are used to constrain these deformations as either displacement rates on the
edges of the zones of deformation or as integral constraints over the extent of these zones. Regional
deformation models have been created with two kinds of representations: as a set of rotating and

displacing blocks (often rigid blocks) or as a continuous deformation field, akin to that of a deforming
fluid (Thatcher, 2009). As one of the largest zones of non-plate tectonic deformations, a variety of such
models have been developed to understand the deformation of the Himalayan region (e.g., Replumaz and
Tapponnier, 2003; Holt et al., 2000). For the present day, several attempts have been made to characterize
plate deformations in a global sense, especially since the wide use of GPS measurements (see review by
Thatcher, 2009). Most notable is the global strain rate model (GSRM-1 and its update 2.1) using GPS,
geological and seismic observations in conjunction with a global model of rigid plate motions (Kreemer,
et al. 2003, 2014). In this model, a least squares analysis is performed over rigid and deforming regions
of Earth’s surface to obtain a continuous field of deformation. The GSRM approach is powerful and is
used to address questions ranging from how contemporary rates of deformation are related to seismic
hazards to the causes of plate deformation (Kreemer et al., 2003, 2014).
Regional models of plate deformation have been fundamental in characterizing the nature of longterm deformation and the mechanical condition of the lithosphere, but there is a distinct need to
incorporate these models into time-dependent global models. Here we describe our attempt to do that
using the plate tectonic modeling program GPlates (Boyden et al., 2011) in which individual regions of
plate deformation are embedded into the global model. This method has recently been used in several
studies in which the plate models are used in conjunction with four-dimensional computations of mantle,
lithosphere and crustal deformation (Flament et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2016). The method builds directly
on the GPlates concept of a continuously evolving plate polygon in which the edges of each plate is
continuously followed and at each moment the polygonal outline closed (Gurnis et al., 2012). Rigid plate
polygons are replaced with a continuously deforming field, although internally deforming region maybe
represented by any number of deforming and rigid elements.

2. Deforming Regions
Consider a single deforming region bounded by rigid plates. Each one of these boundaries can be
represented by a set of line elements in which lines move with a single pole of rotation or the line is made
up of points each with a different rotation pole. Together, all of these lines make a closed polygon. If a
rigid plate exists within the entire domain bound by the polygon, then this is a continuously closed plate
as described within GPlates (Gurnis et al., 2012). But, imagine that within this polygon, the region is
undergoing deformation, either between a set of smaller internal rigid blocks undergoing differential
motion, continuous deformation or some combination of the two. For illustration, this is made explicit
in a schematic example (Fig. 1A) in which we have a deforming region D1 with a left boundary defined
as a subducting plate, P3, dipping to the right, characterized by a set of points, some of which rotate with
𝜔"# …𝜔$# . In the example, superscripts refer to the class of the moving entity (M for margin and D for
deformation zone) and subscripts are explicit entities since Earth’s surface is made up of many plates
and deforming regions at any moment of time. The rest of the boundary is composed of a series of smaller
lines, perhaps faults each with their own motion. Within the deformation zone D1 there is a number of
geological entities, including a rigid block (RB) that moves with respect to some point on the boundary
with a local velocity, u4. Within the deforming region the space between any rigid blocks and the
boundaries of D1 are occupied by a set of points and lines each of which moves with their own velocity.
Each of the velocities that constitute the boundary and interior are defined by a rotation about an Euler
pole for some period of time; for clarity and as a means to construct deforming regions with observations,
those rotations are with respect to an adjacent rigid plate. In the example, the plate to the right, P1, is
rigid and we assume that the motions within D1 are referenced with respect to P1. At any moment of time
the lines and points that define the boundary must be closed as a polygon (Fig. 1B). The exact point of
intersection between line elements is continuously determined (red dots, Fig. 1B) and GPlates fills gaps
between data lines with automatically generated ones (short red lines). The boundary between a

deforming zone and rigid plate is often imperfectly defined (geologically), and there may be a gradation
between deforming and ideal rigidity, as the boundary between D1 and P1. This is represented by a small
set of constraints within the diffuse boundaries which are represented as small lines that do not form a
continuous, connected line between D1 and P1 (black lines, Fig. 1). Consequently, the closing polygon
algorithm will connect adjacent line segments (red lines, Fig. 1). Now, the entire remaining area between
all of the edge points (those within boundary lines and individual points) and any number of nonoverlapping rigid blocks is represented by a space filling triangulation (green triangles, Fig. 1B). The
rotations and hence local velocity are now defined entirely through linear interpolation within each
triangle. In GPlates, the representation of a deforming region is called a Topological Network. The
algorithms and methods described here have been implemented in the open source GPlates Version 2.1
and are available for download at the links on http://www.gplates.org.

3. Plate rotations, strain rate and deformation history
A plate tectonic reconstruction program like GPlates needs to use several computational strategies
to efficiently and continuously rotate and visualize plate tectonic data. Most important is that GPlates
uses a rotation tree and rotates each point and line data in real time from the present to its past position
(Boyden et al., 2011). All underlying plate tectonic data are stored using their present day coordinates.
This allows users interacting with the visualization on screen to seamlessly animate plate tectonic data
either going forward or backward in time. Once local motions of the points, lines and polygonal outlines
of rigid blocks (Fig. 1A) are converted to rotations about an Euler pole (Fig. 1B) and then placed within
the rotation tree, all of the information within the deforming zones can be manipulated and visualized as
any other plate tectonic data with GPlates. Moreover, the gradient of the velocity field (strain rate,
Appendix A) can also be instantly computed and visualized on screen.

An important use of the software is the iterative development of the plate reconstruction itself by
specialists with intimate knowledge of the global, regional or local geology. Regional geological
reconstructions of deformation are generally built up with a set of inferred, local displacements each of
which tends to have considerable uncertainty, which we view as geological noise, processes not related
to the regional deformation. Strain rates tend to be a derived quantity from a reconstruction of a
deformation zone often determined from strain markers and other integrated outcomes of deformation
(such as rock offsets, rock foliation, crustal thickness, tectonic subsidence, paleomagnetic rotations, etc).
Consequently, strain rates between adjacent spot observations tend to show considerable variations in
time and space. Less noisy representations of deformation are the displacement rates (“plate velocity” of
the local point), smoothed strain rate fields and quantities integrated in time. In addition, if we integrate
finite strain points through a smoothed strain rate field we then have a strain representation with
smoothing in time and space.
We have built tools that allows users to work with the integrated outcomes of deformation (Appendix
B). This means that we needed to build upon the standard device of continuously rotating data from the
present to the past. Any observation point in which we have some estimate of finite strain is represented
by its present day coordinate, like any other GPlates data, but within the interior of a deforming
topological network. This means that in general, the paleo-position of an observation point must be
determined by interpolating rotations from nearby points with known rotations. So, the first step is to
sequentially integrate a point backward in time through the interpolation of rotations (Step 1 in Fig. 2),
which makes possible the determination of its initial position (or initial condition, IC) in the past. For the
IC, we assume the point has no strain. Then, the position of this point is integrated forward in time and
the point accumulates finite strain (represented as a tensor) as it moves through the deformation field
while undergoing deformation (Step 2, Fig. 2). This is akin to following a Lagrangian particle, for
example in a deforming solid or fluid (Malvern, 1969). In GPlates, these data (e.g. history, position and

strain) are computed after the time of appearance of a strain marker that has been assigned to a deforming
topological network and these data are retained for subsequent retrieval during a forward or backward
onscreen animation. The strain history can now be visualized on screen. The only downside of this
approach is that as a geologist interactively manipulates the underlying data within a deforming
topological network, like moving a point around or changing the rotation pole, the history must be
recomputed. This involves a slight pause in the operation of GPlates as the strain history is recomputed
and stored, but that pause is only several seconds (or less) for the models shown here on current
generation laptops and workstations and is not deemed to be an impediment for efficient animations or
the development of reconstructions.

4. Software elements for Deforming Topological Networks
The modules for Deforming Topological Networks within GPlates were developed as an extension
of continuously closing plates (Gurnis et al., 2012) and used a combination of new code and software
libraries. As described earlier, resolving a topological boundary means traversing its list of boundary
sections at a particular geological time and intersecting adjacent sections to form a resolved boundary
polygon for that geological time (Gurnis et al., 2012). And since the boundary sections typically move
independently over time, the shape of the resolved polygon also changes over time. The boundary of a
deforming topological network is also resolved using this same technique.
Building topological boundaries is now easier with the introduction of the topological line, which is
similar to a topological boundary except it is not closed to form a polygon (it is essentially a continuously
closing line). In this way a topological line can gather independently rotating boundary points that
represent a non-rigid section of a network boundary (see boundary between P3 and D1 in Fig. 1). This
means a single topological line can, in turn, be inserted as part of a topological boundary rather than
having to insert each point individually, thus reducing the work required to build a deforming network

boundary. Interior points, lines and polygons do not need to intersect since they are only used to constrain
the continuous deformation field inside the network. Additionally, interior polygons are classified as
rigid blocks (RB in Fig. 1) and hence automatically excluded from the continuous deformation field.
To model the continuous deformation field, a Delaunay triangulation at a particular geological time
is created using all points from a network’s resolved boundary polygon and all its interior geometries
(including rigid blocks, Fig. 1B). We use the ‘Delaunay_triangulation_2' class in the Computational
Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) (Fabri and Pion, 2009; The CGAL Project, 2017) to create
Delaunay triangulations after projecting 3D points (on the sphere) to 2D coordinates using the Lambert
Azimuthal Equal Area projection (with a projection center matching the centroid of the network
boundary). Since a Delaunay triangulation is actually a convex hull (2D) of these boundary and interior
points, we only consider those Delaunay faces that contribute to the continuous deformation region
between the network boundary and any interior rigid blocks (green triangles in Fig. 1B).
An arbitrary point (for example, an inserted point not associated with the original data) inside the
deforming region can be deformed over an incremental time interval (typically one million years) by (i)
calculating the Barycentric coordinates of the Delaunay face containing that point, then (ii) rotating the
three vertices of the face over a time increment (according to their velocities) and finally (iii) using
Barycentric interpolation of the new face vertex positions to determine the deformed point position. This
incremental method of deformation can then be accumulated through time to build a history of deformed
positions that are stored in a lookup table. This enables arbitrary geometries to be placed within a
topological network and deformed over geological time. Another type of point query is calculating the
velocity at an arbitrary point inside the deforming region. In this case, a natural neighbor interpolation
of the velocities of the associated Delaunay vertices is performed.
The velocities of the three vertices of a Delaunay face determine its strain rate. This means the strain
rate is constant across each face and may change abruptly from face to face, so the user has the option to

smooth the strain rates. When smoothing is chosen, smoothed strain rates are first calculated at Delaunay
vertices using a face-area average of triangles incident to each vertex. Then, either Barycentric or Natural
Neighbor interpolation is performed between Delaunay vertices with Natural Neighbor interpolation
providing a wider coverage of nearby vertices and thus smoother strain rates.

5. Examples of Regional Deforming Topological Networks in GPlates
Regional deforming topological networks can be developed with different data sets and workflows
and placed within the context of global plate motion in which Earth’s surface is mostly covered with
rigid plates at any moment of time. The first example, from Cenozoic western North America, shows
how a previously generated and published detailed geological reconstruction can be imported and placed
within a global model. The second example from Cenozoic southeast Asia, shows how we can develop
a model from scratch using both plate tectonic motions, basin subsidence, and paleo-magnetic rotations.
Finally, we show how we can use present day geophysical observations of continent-ocean boundaries
(COB) and combine them with plate tectonic rotations to reconstruct the rifting between South America
and Africa. These methods of generating and importing regional deforming models are not necessarily
the only pathways, but are the ones we have explored so far.

5.1 Western North America. We use an existing regional reconstruction in which the deformation details
have been published and made available digitally (McQuarrie and Wernicke, 2005), illustrating the value
of building directly on the work of those with detailed local knowledge of a region. McQuarrie and
Wernicke (2005) augmented local strain markers from earlier studies (Wernicke et al., 1988; Snow and
Wernicke, 1998) to build a set of deformation points across three east west transects of the Basin and
Range province of south western United States from 36 Ma to the present. The Basin and Range province
has undergone extension during the Cenozoic with extensive exposure of metamorphic core complexes.

Individual strains were pieced together to create displacements as a function of age with respect to stable
North America. Adjacent to the Basin and Range province, the displacements were augmented with rigid
block displacement and rotation of the Sierra Nevada Block and the Colorado Plateau as well as with the
San Andreas fault-Gulf of California shear system and the California Borderlands. McQuarrie and
Wernicke (2005) provided the location of the displacement points, outlines of rigid blocks as GIS shape
files, and displacement velocities in kilometers east and north of stable North America. All local and
regional reconstructions are limited in extent and expose uncertainties and incompatibilities at their edges,
a point highlighted by McQuarrie and Wernicke (2005). In order to attempt to merge their reconstruction
with the global model, we used their boundary between stable North America and the region of Cenozoic
deformation as one of the boundaries of the topological network and added in the rotation of several
additional blocks, in particular the Cascade arc and the Klamath in which we used the rotations in Atwater
and Stock (1998); we made no attempt to resolve the details between the Cascade Arc and stable North
America, a domain for future refinements of this generalized reconstruction.
Since the underlying displacement points of McQuarrie and Wernicke (2005) were given in velocity
east and north of the eastern edge of the deforming topological network, these displacement rates were
transformed to Euler rotations with respect to stable North America (Fig. 3A). With the interior
displacement points and points along the edges of the rigid blocks the deformation network (Fig. 3B) can
be rotated backward in time to 36 Ma (Fig. 3C). For illustration, we then placed a finite set of strain
markers within the deforming zone and their reconstruction paths recovered and then forward integrated
to obtain their finite strains (Fig. 3D).
The final display (Fig. 3D) illustrates several features of reconstructions with inherently noisy data.
Within the broad region of Basin and Range extension, several high frequency patches of compression
emerge between the Sierra Nevada and the Colorado Plateau, even with spatial smoothing, presumably
related to the finite and noisy nature of the underlying constraints. We view these edge effects, which

currently may be incompatible with geological constraints, an advantage of the method, as they will
become obvious rapidly to the specialist working with detailed knowledge of the region and allow
him/her to rapidly explore reconstruction alternatives and improvements rapidly. The user can
qualitatively judge which areas of deformation (Fig. 3B) are better constrained through the density of the
vector constraints (Fig. 3A). In addition, the finite strains show either progressive compression or tension
with no incompressibility constraint imposed and reflecting the overall extension in the region with zones
of compression along the San Andreas Fault. A key aspect of the integration of these algorithms is the
ability to integrate into the global perspective, as shown for the western North America deforming
topographical network within the context of the surrounding plates at 26 Ma, for example (Figure 4).

5.2 Southeast Asia. Sundaland, the continental core of southeast Asia, is deforming only slowly at the
present, as evidenced by low seismicity and strain rates from GPS observations (Simons et al., 2007).
However, Sundaland experienced complex and intense deformation during the Cenozoic. Widespread
extension developed within Sundaland since the late Eocene forming numerous rift basins (Hall and
Morley, 2004; Doust and Sumner, 2007). Since the early Miocene, the region suffered widespread
compression with many of these basins undergoing inversion, concurrent with the submersion of the
entire Sunda shelf (Hall and Morley, 2004; Doust and Sumner, 2007), possibly in response to mantle
processes (Yang et al., 2016).
The Sundaland deforming topological network boundaries coincide with southeast Asian
continental edges at present (Fig. 5A). We used two sets of features to reconstruct the internal
deformation history of Sundaland since 40 Ma: sedimentary basin boundaries and rigid blocks describing
regions that experienced little deformation during the Cenozoic. The rigid block motion history based on
paleomagnetic data are used to infer the motion of the Indo-China rigid block relative to South China
during the Cenozoic (Lee and Lawver, 1994). Reconstructing the motion of Borneo relative to Sumatra

is primarily based on paleomagnetic data that suggests ~50º counterclockwise rotation of Borneo since
25 Ma (Fuller et al., 1999) and interpretation of curved structural lineaments in Java Sea in the gravity
field as a result of oroclinal bending (see Zahirovic et al., 2014) which synthesized previous regional
reconstructions (Lee and Lawver, 1994; Hall, 2002; Metcalfe, 2011) and embedded the regional rigid
plate reconstruction model to the global reconstruction (Seton et al., 2012). There is a known
incompatibility between the paleomagnetic and geological data (Morley, 2002) and our reconstruction
incorporates the full 50º counterclockwise with commensurate large values in deformation around
Borneo (Fig. 5D). The rifting history (strain rate, stretching factor) of Cenozoic basins (Fig. 5A)
throughout SE Asia can be inferred from tectonic subsidence curves. Fixing one boundary of the rifting
basin to the adjacent rigid block, the moving history of the other approximately sub-parallel basin
boundaries is inferred based on the inferred strain rate and stretching factor (Yang et al., 2016). Although
only a limited number of features (rigid block, basin boundaries) have the prescribed motion history
based on geological datasets, GPlates automatically describes the whole deforming topological network
with Delaunay triangulations and calculates the motion and deformation history of any point within the
deforming network with linear interpolation of the displacement field (Figs 5B, C). The dilatational
strain rate is low at present (Fig. 5B), however during the Oligocene basins across Sundaland were
undergoing significant extension while the Malay Peninsula was under compression (Fig. 5C) (Cottam
et al., 2013). A group of strain markers are generated within the deforming network to record the
evolution of accumulated quantities (e.g. crustal thickness, 𝛽 factor, finite strain) inside the deforming
network. The stretching ( 𝛽 ) factor, defined as the ratio of the width of a crustal block after the
deformation to it’s initial value, is computed for these strain markers at 0 Ma (Fig. 5D). 𝛽 factor is large
in sedimentary basins but low in regions of predicted strong compression. Although the present internal
strain rate is small, the accumulated finite strain at strain markers records the magnitude and direction of
intensive extensional (red) or compressional (blue) deformation history in Sundaland (Fig. 5D). The

strong compression between Malay Peninsula and Borneo is inconsistent with regional geological
investigations (Hall and Morley, 2004), highlighting incompatibilities in the model of southeast Asia
deformation. Considering the small amount of compression in this region, Hall and Moreley (2004)
allowed only ~25º counterclockwise rotation of Borneo, although paleo-magnetic records suggest ~50º
counterclockwise rotation of Borneo since 25 Ma (Fuller et al., 1999).

5.3 South Atlantic. To reconstruct the rifting and breakup between major continents, it is crucial to
account for extensional deformation with wavelengths that are typically several hundred kilometers (e.g.
Dunbar and Sawyer, 1987; Williams et al, 2011). This deformation results in regions of thinned crust
within passive continental margins, bounded on the landward side by thick, undeformed continent, and
on the oceanward side by a transition to oceanic crust formed by seafloor spreading. In the case of the
opening the South Atlantic Ocean, a further complication arises from internal deformation recorded
within Africa and South America, contemporaneous with South Atlantic opening of sufficient magnitude
to require that it must also be accounted for within regional reconstructions (e.g. Unternehr et al., 1988).
Here, we illustrate a model for the rifting associated with South Atlantic breakup based on the kinematic
reconstruction of Heine et al. (2013). The resulting reconstruction depends only on the rigid plate
reconstruction kinematics, geometries defining the boundaries of extended crust in the rifted margins,
and the assumption of pure shear extension within the deformed region. Line geometries defining the
extent of deformation along conjugate passive margins, and within Africa and South America, are based
on the definitions provided by Heine et al. (2013) and detailed in Flament et al. (2014). The deforming
regions on each margin are bounded on the landward side by the interpreted limit of syn-rift deformation,
and on the oceanward side by the limit of extended continental crust. By necessity we define the transition
from continental (deformed) to oceanic (undeformed) crust as a discrete boundary, though these
transitions are likely to be more complex in nature (e.g. Péron-Pinvidic and Manatschal, 2009). Continent

ocean boundaries (COBs) are expected to show large overlaps in simplified pre-rift reconstructions when
syn-rift extension is not explicitly accounted for, and the challenge is to unravel the deformation such
that two separate deformation networks, one spanning each of the conjugate margins, fit together in our
reconstructions without gaps or overlaps. To achieve this we adopt a procedure to account for the implied
deformation, similar to those described by Srivastava and Verhoef (1992) and Kneller et al (2012), and
outlined in the following paragraph.
The rift kinematics for all elements of the deformation model are derived from the regional rift
kinematics defined by Heine et al (2013). Deformation begins everywhere within the South Atlantic at
145 Ma as South America and Africa begin to diverge. Within each section of the margin, the overall
period of deformation is defined by this rift onset and the time of breakup (which is controlled by the
time at which the conjugate COBs no longer overlap with the conjugate). The timing of breakup is
diachronous from south to north, and to describe this 'unzipping' in GPlates, we define a series of points
along each COB which define the oceanward boundaries of the deforming network for each margin, and
for which we compute individual finite rotations. If we consider a single point on one of these COBs, we
can determine, from the regional kinematics and the geometries, at what reconstruction time this point
will intersect with the COB on the conjugate margin. This time can be considered as a 'breakup' time,
marking the end of deformation at this location along the margin. For example in Fig. 6A, B, breakup is
achieved in the south of the illustrated region (such that the strain rate is zero here, labelled P in Fig. 6C)
and a small ocean basin has begun to open, while deformation continues to the north (labelled DC in Fig.
6C). After the breakup time, the points can be considered as part of the passive (non-deforming) margin
of their parent continent, and move with the same rigid rotation. Between the rift onset time and the
breakup time deformation is implied between the conjugate rigid continents (Fig. 6C), and we assume
that the direction of extension (and therefore the displacement trajectory of each COB point) at all times
is defined by the stage pole defining the relative motion between these continental blocks at that time.

As in Srivastava and Verhoef (1992), the example shown here takes the simplest approach of assigning
deformation linearly across the region that is considered to be deforming at any instant. A drawback of
this approach is that the deforming regions representing breakup are pre-computed outside GPlates using
separate workflows - this means that if the regional model defining the motion of the major plates (South
America, Southern Africa, etc.) is modified then the kinematics of the points defining the deforming
regions would need to be recomputed (as they would not be automatically updated by GPlates). This
deforming topological network was used in global models of mantle flow and lithosphere deformation
to compute the evolution of topography along the margins of the South Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 6D; Flament
et al., 2014).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
Exploiting the methods in GPlates, in which the entire surface of the earth is covered by evolving
dynamically closing plate polygons, we extend the approach from enclosing rigid plates to the case where
some polygons are represented with deforming regions. The approach provides a framework to build
and extend regionally deforming plate models, widely used for regional studies, into an interactive,
global context. An important outcome of GPlates has been the wide availability of open source
reconstruction tools and a format for the delivery of global reconstructions, allowing investigators to take
published reconstructions and easily migrate them to their own work. Consequently, with the release of
the deforming topological network features described here, GPlates 2.1 now allows that same flexibility
to be available for deforming plate models integrated with global rigid ones. The approach opens the
door to the first long time-scale global deforming plate models. Regional deforming models are best
developed by those with intimate knowledge of the regional geology since much qualitative information
is integrated with quantitative constraints and so the tools provided here will give much greater
functionality to the development of such models.

Having embeded regional deformation models in global models is significant, as regional models can
be made self-consistent with the motions of large plates (for example, for a deforming model in the
Tethys, or Caribbean), with the plates around the deforming region set to the tectonic boundary
conditions from the global model. Separating the internal points defining the deformation (especially if
they are with respect to an adjacent rigid entity), allows for a greater ease in reconciling regional and
global models. Similar to regional models, global models are continuously being updated (see review by
Müller et al., 2016) and regional deformation models embedded within global models need to be
continuously updated to ensure their consistency. Having regional data and global data in the same format
will allow a much greater turnaround of such models and much greater model availability to other
researchers. Reconstructions often need to be developed within the context of other data sets, such as
mantle tomographic images or a region’s relative movement with respect to mantle hotspots. Such
constraints require a global frame of reference that the global reconstruction provides.
By the same token, regional reconstructions should find a much more seamless transition to those
requiring a much larger perspective and the integration of regional models into global ones (e.g. Figure
4). Plate reconstructions are playing a much greater role in the steering and the validation of geodynamic
models of the solid earth (Gurnis et al., 1998; Bunge et al., 2002; Moucha, et al., 2008) and general
circulation models (GCMs) of the climate system (Godderis et al., 2014; Lunt, et a., 2017). Regions of
deforming plates give rise to some of the largest changes in topography and have a disproportionate
influence on changing atmospheric circulation patterns or providing the sinks for sediment deposition.
Consequently, the accurate incorporation of regional deformation into models of the global earth system
is essential. The new features introduced here will aid in such studies.
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Appendix A. Instantaneous Deformation
Here we depict the instantaneous strain rate computations under spherical coordinates that is applied
in the Deforming Topological Networks of GPlates. Following the strategy of finite element analysis
with linear shape functions (e.g. Hughes, 2012), Delaunay triangulation is used to mesh a deforming
network into a series of constant strain rate spherical triangle elements (Section 4). The velocity of each
triangle vertex is calculated based on their stage rotations. The velocity and strain rate at any point inside
the triangle can be uniquely determined from the velocity at these three vertexes. Divergence or
convergence of the horizontal velocity field at a point on the spherical surface thin or thicken the
lithosphere in the vertical direction (similar to plane stress, which is usually used for thin plates).
By definition, the three components of the strain rates (normal in the latitudinal and longitudinal
directions, shear), dilatational strain rate and the second invariant of the strain rate of any point in
spherical coordinates are expressed as

e!qq =

¶uq
¶u
e!qq = q
R¶q
R¶q

(A1)
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1
1
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]
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Where q , f f , uq , and uf uf represent colatitude, longitude, velocity in colatitude, and longitude
directions, respectively. R is the average radius of the Earth.
Considering one point in a spherical triangular element, and, assuming that it has a corresponding
projection to a Cartesian coordinate and the coordinate and velocity of this point under the spherical
coordinate can be expressed as linear functions of its corresponding Cartesian coordinates, then the
coefficients of the linear functions are determined by the values of the three vertexes:
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Where ( x , y y ) are the corresponding Cartesian coordinate of the point. Conversely, the Cartesian
coordinates can be expressed by the Spherical coordinates:
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The derivative of the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) relative to spherical coordinates is constant for linear
triangle elements
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Thus, the spatial derivative of the velocity in spherical coordinates can be expressed as:
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With the spatial derivatives of the velocities under spherical coordinates, the strain rates under the
spherical coordinates can be calculated (A1-A5).
Appendix B. Cumulative Deformation
After the deforming network is constructed and the strain rate is computed, the evolution of a set of
quantities (finite strain, crustal thickness, lithospheric temperature, isostatic topography and heat flux)

can be calculated for a set of user-specified points (strain markers). Comparison of these quantities
against observations allows the user to update the deforming network interactively. The mathematical
details on each of the integrated quantities is given below. At present, GPlates 2.1 only outputs crustal
thickness (stretching factor, thinning factor) and finite strain, but other quantities have been used
previously to update the deforming network in southeast Asia (Yang et al., 2016).
Assuming that a lithospheric block is incompressible in 3D space, that is, there is no net mass
generation or loss during its deformation with horizontal divergence or convergence generating vertical
thinning or thickening, then the crustal thickness H evolution of the lithospheric block meets the mass
conservation equation:

DH
DH
= - H × S!
= - H × S!
Dt
Dt

(B1)

"
"
Here S! = Ñ × u = e! D S! = Ñ × u = e! D is the surface dilatation rate of this crustal block. With the dilatation
rate at each time from deforming network reconstruction, the above ordinary differential equation is
solved with the Runge-Kutta Method in GPlates. The dilatation rate is calculated under the spherical
coordinate in GPlates, although calculating it under the Cartesian coordinate gives little difference in
t
t
!
!
crustal thickness evolution. The Beta (or stretching factor), β = exp( ∫ S(t)dt
) β = exp( ∫ S(t)dt
) is also
0

0

computed.
In many geological problems, the displacement gradient (strain) is comparable to unity although the
strain rate is far less than unity. In these cases, the infinitesimal strain assumption is not suitable anymore
and finite strain is calculated. The strain tensor is defined in the finite strain regime as (Malvern, 1969):

1
e = [F T F - I ]
2

(B5)

!
!
!
!
F = xÑ = I + uÑ F = xÑ = I + uÑ

(B6)

Where

is the deformation gradient tensor. x and u are position and displacement vectors, respectively. The rate
of the deformation gradient tensor change is

F! = LF F! = LF

(B7)

!
!
Where L = vÑ x L = vÑ x is the spatial gradients of velocity. Given the velocity field, and the initial
deformation gradient tensor (identity matrix if un-deformed), we can calculate F with the Runge-Kutta
method. The two principal strains are (Malvern, 1969)
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The angle of the principal strain axis from longitude direction after deformation is determined by

tan 2q = 2( F1,1F2,1 + F1, 2 F2, 2 ) /( F12,1 + F12, 2 - F22,1 - F22, 2 )

(B9)

Figure Captions
Figure. 1. A. Geological data and concepts used in the reconstruction. B. Their computer
representation. C. The continuously closed plate in the computer representation. In A we have a
deformation region (D1) that is part of plate 1 (P1). D1 is bound by a subducting margin on its left
hand side and an extending region on its right hand side. The normal faults denote the diffuse
boundary between D1 and P1. The top and bottom boundaries mostly accommodate transform motion.
Within D1 there is a collection of deformation points (filled circles), normal faults, and rigid blocks
(RB). Points and lines within the interior are shown in orange while those on the boundary are in
black. The displacements u3, u4, un… are with respect to fixed plate P1. In B we show the computer
implementation of the deforming region that is consistent with the concepts of a continuously closing
plate (CCP, Gurnis et al., 2012). First, the outer boundary of D1 is a topological closed polygon with
the intersection points found at each moment of time. The triangular Delaunay mesh shown in green
then represents the continuous deformation within D1. Linear interpolation is used to find the velocity
and displacements within the mesh. In C the CCP is shown as the blue polygon.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the time integration of deformation in GPlates 2.1. Step 1 is the backward
integration of the position of strain markers to obtain their initial position in the deformation
topological network. Step 2 is the forward integration of the finite strain tensor to obtain the
deformation history of the strain marker.

Figure 3. Reconstruction of western North America from 36 Ma to the present using GPlates 2.1
deforming networks with global plate motions, with rigid North America held fixed. The original
digital reconstruction was imported from McQuarrie and Wernicke (2005) and then modified to the
north and south as described in the text. A. Displacement points and displacement vectors at 0 Ma.

Triangular mesh with dilatational strain rate at 0 Ma (B) and at 35 Ma (C.) D. Predicted finite strain
markers resulting from the integration through the deforming network from 36 Ma to the present
overlaying the smoothed dilatation strain rate. Outlines of rigid blocks filled with solid blue. Pacific
(PAC), stable North America (NAM), Farallon (FAR), Vancouver (VAN), and Juan de Fuca (JdF)
plates are labeled, along with Basin and Range province (BR), the Sierra Nevada block (SN), the
Colorado Plateau (CP), the Cascadia volcanic arc (Cas), and the Klamath Mountains (Kla). Spacing
between latitude and longitude graticules is 15°. Each sub-panel produced with GPlates 2.1.

Figure 4. Global perspective of the North America deforming topological network at 26 Ma. Pacific
(PAC), stable North America (NAM), Farallon (FAR) and Juan de Fuca (JdF) plates are labeled.
Rigid plates in a moving hot-spot frame of reference (e.g. Müller et al., 2016a) shown. Velocity of
different plates have different colors. Note that some of the plate velocity within the deforming
network also shown. Spacing between latitude and longitude graticules is 30°. Produced with GPlates
2.1.

Figure 5. Reconstruction of southeast Asia from Yang et al. (2016) with respect to stable China. A.
Deformation network in grey with basin outlines in black overlaying present day topography.
Tectonic subsidence curves from eight basins (position shown with small red dots) are used to
construct the southeast Asia deforming network (see Yang et al. (2016) for details). Dilatational
strain rate shown with basin boundaries in black at present (B) and at 30 Ma (C). Finite strain markers
overlain in B. Forward prediction of beta factor (D) and finite strain variations (B) by integrating
strain markers through the deformation network form 40 Ma to the present. Labeled are: Borneo
(Bo), Malay peninsula (Ma), Sunda Shelf (SS) and the stable China (SC), Australian (AUS) and West

Philippine (WPP) plates. Spacing between latitude and longitude graticules is 30°. All subpanel
images produced with GPlates 2.1.

Figure 6. Deformation model of South Atlantic passive margin and predictions. Zoom into the
central South Atlantic showing the tessellation and displacement vectors in the South America frame
of reference at 125 Ma (A) and 120 Ma (B). Same region but in the mantle fixed frame of reference
showing the dilatational strain rate (C) and total topography from Flament et al. (2014) (D). The
topography was computed external to GPlates. The SAM plate is the fixed frame of reference. The
South American (SAM) and African (AFR) plates are labeled; in C deforming crust is denoted with
DC and stable passive margins with P. Spacing between latitude and longitude graticules is 30°. All
subpanel images produced with GPlates 2.1.
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